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You can have a Desktop Gremlin sitting on your desk in just a few short minutes! Print this page on glossy photo paper (for best results) a
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See how you rotated this page
around to read this text more easily?
The same rule applies to
scissor cutting. Rotate the
Whiz! PAPER while cutting–not the
scissors–and you’ll get pro-looking
edges (and impress your friends)!
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1) Trim out the 3 pieces that form
your gremlin on the GRAY outline
border of each shape. Don’t forget to cut the assembly slots in
each piece. 2) Roll the “base” piece into a loop-type shape and
secure by sliding the two vertical BLACK slots into each other.
3) Insert the “background” and “foreground” pieces into the
base by aligning the corresponding RED and BLUE slots.
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The first thought on encountering a “Time Toucher” is to ask it
to take you back in time to fix some mundane mistake you in
the past or to whisk you off to the future to ride on a hover
skateboard. But the truth is, they are just “touchers” of time
enabling them to slow down or speed up the present reality.
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A Time Toucher Tip!
Put some bird seed out for “Cuckoo”
and you’ll see favorable results quickly.

Note: Time Touchers
like to live together
in groups of three.
They consist of a
“Ticker,” a “Tocker,”
and a “Cuckoo.”

So if you’re under a tight
deadline and ask nicely, one of
them might let you have extra time to
get your work done. But don’t cross them or
time will fly when you don’t want it to!
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